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      Week 9 – The Self Who are you, again? 1. Your name/what would you like to be called? 2. Are you athletic? Do you feel healthy for your age? 3. Is it important to have lots of friends, or just few close ones? 4. Do you talk very often with your family? 5. What’s your most/least favorite music/movie/food? 6. What is your earliest memory? 7. What do you want to do after you graduate? Personal Identity What is it that makes you you? i.e., What is your essence (svabhāva)? = what makes you what/who you are; if it’s lost, so are you. What does “I” refer to? What makes me the same “I” over time? Is there an “I” in the first place? Descartes (1596-1650): “I think, therefore I am” (cogito ergo sum) I can doubt everything else… but I can’t doubt that I exist. “immunity to error due to misidentification”: “I am F” – could be wrong about every F; can’t be wrong about which “I” I’m talking about. Is there an “I” in the first place? Descartes (1596-1650): “I think, therefore I am” (cogito ergo sum) I can doubt everything else… but I can’t doubt that I exist. “immunity to error due to misidentification”: Wittgenstein: “To ask ‘are you sure it is you who have pains?’ would be nonsensical.” Is there an “I” in the first place? Śaṅkara (8th cent.): “Everyone admits the existence of the Self; no one thinks, “I don’t exist”. If the existence of the Self were not well-known, everyone could believe, ‘I don’t exist’.” The question then is: “What am I?” Cārvāka: You = “your” body Evidence: “I am skinny”; “I am brown”; “I am happy” These predicates belong to the body; a body is skinny, brown, happy. So, “I” = body Objection: “My body” implies possession, which implies non-identity Cārvāka: You = “your” body Response: “My body” is merely figurative; like “The head of Rāhu” Cārvāka: You = “your” body Response: “My body” is merely figurative; or “The city of Hong Kong” Cārvāka: You = “your” body Consciousness emerges from physical elements, like how the intoxicating ability of alcohol emerges from yeast, barley, sugar, and water Sāṃkhya-Yoga Commentary on Yogasūtra 1.9: “Consciousness is the essence of the Self (puruṣa).” Consciousness = puruṣa puruṣa ≠ prakṛti Consciousness ≠ mind and matter; embodied psycho-physical states Sāṃkhyakārikā 17 Puruṣa ≠ prakṛti because: 1. all composite objects are for another’s use “The body, etc. must be for another’s use, because they are composite (i.e., made of three guṇas) like a bed or chair.” Sāṃkhyakārikā 17 Puruṣa ≠ prakṛti because: 2. there is an “overseer” of the body – No chariot without a charioteer, No thoughts without a thinker ….even though puruṣa/consciousness doesn’t itself do anything, carry out actions Sāṃkhyakārikā 17 Puruṣa ≠ prakṛti because: 3. There must be someone to experience/ “enjoy” the objects of experience – especially pain and pleasure Objects are painful, pleasurable for someone Objects can’t experience themselves… So, there must be a subject of experience Sāṃkhyakārikā 17 Puruṣa ≠ prakṛti because: 4. There is a tendency toward liberation, isolation (kaivalya) from prakṛti We all seek freedom – especially, freedom from suffering This seeking would be unintelligible and pointless if there is only prakṛti, and not a puruṣa/pure consciousness which can be, and is, free. Yogasūtra 1.2-3: Yoga is the cessation of mental states At that point, the seer abides in its own nature Nyāyasūtra 1.1.10: “The marks of the Self are: desire, aversion, effort, pleasure/pain, & knowledge” Vātsyāyana on NS 1.1.0: Nyāyasūtra 1.1.10: “The marks of the Self are: desire, aversion, effort, pleasure/pain, & knowledge” Desire, etc. “would not occur without a self as a single perceiver of many objects of the same type over time.” Desire, etc. involve classification – “This is desirable because it’s like those other desirable things I saw before.” Nyāyasūtra 1.1.10: “The marks of the Self are: desire, aversion, effort, pleasure/pain, & knowledge” Recognition (pratyabhijñā) – “This is that weird fruit I ate before” – This recognition wouldn’t be possible unless the current perception and the recollected perception belonged to the same thing. Vātsyāyana on NS 1.1.10: Vātsyāyana on NS 1.1.10: I can’t remember your experiences, because I’m not you. A = 2-yr old perceiver of “E.T.” B = 33-yr old remembers seeing “E.T.” If A ≠ B, then B wouldn’t remember seeing “E.T.” But, B does remember seeing “E.T.” – So, A = B So, what is that thing which is both A and B? The Self (ātman) (not your body) The Self ≠ body Jayanta Bhaṭṭa (9th cent.) The body is always changing – the physical substance is totally different from childhood to adulthood to old age. So, what is that thing which is both A and B? The Self (ātman) (not your body) The Self ≠ body Jayanta Bhaṭṭa (9th cent.) So, what is that thing which is both A and B? The Self (ātman) (not your body) The Self ≠ body Jayanta Bhaṭṭa (9th cent.) Also, NS 3.2.47: consciousness can’t be a property of the body; The same physical body exists when alive and at death. But, consciousness is absent at death – if the same physical substance doesn’t change, but consciousness is absent, then consciousness is not an effect of the body. Uddyotakara on NS 1.1.10: desire, aversion, effort, pleasure/pain, & knowledge reside in a substance, because they are qualities (guṇa), like color, etc. No free-floating qualities – e.g., Can you have a dent without something being dented? Uddyotakara on NS 1.1.10: desire, aversion, effort, pleasure/pain, & knowledge reside in a substance, because they are qualities (guṇa), like color, etc. Desire, etc. don’t belong to material substances; So, there must be a non-material substance to which they belong = the Self NS 3.1.1: “The Self is different from the body, because one grasps the same object through sight and touch.” Vātsyāyana: the eyes see color; the skin touches textures; but, they can’t perceive the other’s objects. Only I can recognize that “I touch what I saw”, i.e., that the texture and color belong to the same object. Abhidharma Buddhism: Reality = whatever has intrinsic nature (svabhāva) svabhāva = what survives reductionist analysis, No ontological or conceptual dependence on anything else conceptual fiction = that “the idea of which does not occur when it is divided into parts” Abhidharma Buddhism: reality = the 5 skandhas, i.e., 5 types of “dharmas” dharmas = momentary quality-particulars = “tropes” Tropes = don’t need to inhere in substances composite, enduring, property-possessing substances = conceptual fictions, conventional designations (prajñapti) Buddhists: There is no substantial Self (ātman), there are just the aggregates (skandhas) 10 false views about the Self: (Madhyāntavibhāga, 3.15-16) false ways of thinking about the Self: according to Vasubandhu’s commentator, Sthiramati (6th cent.) (a) “oneness” = thinking the Self is a unitary whole among the skandhas. (b) “causality” = the Self has any causal relation to skandhas. (c) “an experiencer” = the Self is the agent of experiencing, and prakṛti is the object of experience. or, the Self is what experiences the good & bad results of its karmic actions. false ways of thinking about the Self: according to Vasubandhu’s commentator, Sthiramati (6th cent.) (d) “an agent” = the Self is the doer of good and actions. (e) & (f) “independence” & “sovereignty” = the Self voluntarily exerts influence on the causes and effects of events (g) “permanence” = the Self endures over time, or else I would not experience the results of my action; some other Self would. false ways of thinking about the Self: according to Vasubandhu’s commentator, Sthiramati (6th cent.) (h) “defilement and purification,” (i) “a yogi,” (j) “release and non-release” the Self is what is defiled by bad actions, purified by good actions, and that it is the same Self which is trapped in saṃsāra and then liberated. Yoga is the concentration of the mind on the Self. Vasubandhu’s “Refutation of the Self” (Abhidharmakośabhāṣya ch. 9) Vasubandhu’s “Refutation of the Self” “No thoughts without a thinker, No actions without an agent” = Grammatical fictions Recognition, karmic consequences: all explainable by causal continuity between momentary psycho-physical dharmas Vasubandhu’s “Refutation of the Self” The “Self”: like fire spreading across a grassy field Vasubandhu’s “Refutation of the Self” The “Self”: a conceptual fiction, conventional designation – an imaginative construction of unity out of momentary mental dharmas. It’s useful to say that a certain chain of relevantly connected dharmas is “me.” Vasubandhu’s “Refutation of the Self” The “Self”: a conceptual fiction, conventional designation – 
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